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Many of the drugs currently in development are either water insoluble or lipophilic. This creates technical challenges as administering these drugs at a high dosage, formulations
with enhanced dissolution properties are required. In some situations, this can be achieved by using nanoparticles which enable fast drug dissolution as a consequence of their
small shape and size (e.g., radius) and the beneficial large surface area to volume ratios. Nanoparticles can be generated by crystallization which is typically processed in batch
mode. A basic strategy of crystallization is to vary the solubility of the solute of interest with different methods, such as adding a non-solvent vehicle (anti-solvent), varying
temperature, and varying pH values. The size and morphology of the nanoparticles are important for downstream processing. Low frequency, unfocused ultrasound has been
previously demonstrated to be effective for crystallization.1 However, the unique, more highly controllable AFA process provides a better tool to more precisely control both the
nucleation and crystal growth. This enables optimization of the product formation and the properties of the product particles. A key feature of AFA which enables this to occur is
the very precise thermal control maintained during the formation of a non-contact, fluctuating kinetic pressure field.

Solvent/anti-solvent crystallization

The anti-solvent crystallization with an active AFA energy field was tested in different volumes as well as in a continuous flow format. Felodipine was used in this study as a model
compound. Repeatable nanoparticles were generated with narrow particle distribution. Higher total acoustic power input (defined by Joules) yielded both smaller particle sizes
and repeatable results. Samples in solvent (Felodipine in DMA at 100mM) were simultaneously injected with an anti-solvent (0.2%PVP30 and 0.25mM SLS) at the ratio of 1:99 into
an active AFA energy field in a processing vessel.

Single Vessel Process
A

AFA-mediated cooling crystallization has been studied in recent years.2,3 Many formulations have been screened with this method.
However, simultaneously controlling both the nucleation and crystal growth in over-saturated suspension is still technically challenging.
Understanding the role of AFA in this process will help us to better control the process. In this study, AFA technology is used in cooling
crystallization and the reproducibility of the process is demonstrated. The stability of the crystal formed under an AFA regime and the
effect of the cooling temperature is investigated. As a model system, over-saturated (10% w/w) Felodipine suspension is used. The AFA
process provides a unique toolset to potentially enable the isolation of the kinetic from the thermodynamic control of nucleation and
crystal growth of cooling crystallization. For example, since AFA has been previously shown to enable extremely rapid exchange of
solvent boundary layers, compounds are readily dissolved; in other words, crystal formation (size and shape) may have an upper size
limit under an active AFA regime during cooling crystallization.

Procedures of AFA-mediated
cooling crystallization
10% w/w Felodipine in 1.3% PVP30 and
0.02% AOT is initially micronized in 2ml
glass vessel
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Step 1: Homogenize particles with AFA for 20
minutes at 75W AIP (150w; 50%);
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Samples were processed with 350W PIP; 50% Duty factor; 5000C/B.
Nano suspensions were obtained from different flow rates, which
demonstrated the capability of the up scaling using AFA –mediated
crystallization.

AFA Processor 2

Solvent/antisolvent method has been achieved in different sizes of AFA vials. a. reproducible results were obtained form 2ml glass
vial; b. Small difference observed with high acoustic power using 18ml glass vial; c. Lower temperature tended to yield smaller
particles in 22ml SST vial; d. Example of the Particle distribution in Malvern Zetasizer.

Technology Overview

Frequency Comparison
sonic

• The stability of the sample indicated that the
amorphous particles were fully converted to crystals.

Step 4: Place the microwave vial into an active
AFA energy field for crystallization.

• By changing the temperature of the cooling bath,
different size of the crystals can be generated.

Samples were taken across six hour continuous process. Sample
sizes were measured immediately, 4 hours and 18 hours after initial
sampling, respectively. Particle sizes converged after ramp-up
phase and had no significant change overtime.

The current study demonstrates the technical feasibility of using Adaptive Focused Acoustics
(AFA) in the processes of both solvent/anti-solvent and cooling crystallization. Due to the
advanced control by using the AFA system of the crystallization process, nano- or micron-sized
crystals can be easily generated. In addition, using the isothermal, highly repeatable AFA
process enables fluid shear effects on secondary nucleation to be further investigated to
minimize crystal size, accelerate the overall rate of crystal formation, and improve yield.
The effect of AFA on the morphology of the crystal needs further investigation.
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Step 3: Melt the Homogenized sample in 160 ˚C
oil bath for 3~5 minutes;
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Pressure & Thermal Profile Comparison

AFA™ Focused-ultrasonicators deliver highly efficient targeted ultrasonic acoustic energy in a highly tunable
manner, enabling programmable control of the energy density of the acoustic burst delivered to a sample;
tuning these acoustic characteristics controls the particle size/shape formation. The Covaris AFA Focusedultrasonicators are extremely robust platforms providing reproducible formulation preparation.

infrasonic

• AFA–mediated cooling crystallization is a repeatable
process to generate nano- or micron-sized particles.

Summary

Final Suspension

The figure shows the schematic of the AFA assisted continuous flow for solvent/
antisolvent crystallization. In the current study, the continuous flow of the
crystallization is performed in an FS220-C system which includes dual AFA processors
and dual thermally controlled flow cells. Each flow cell is immersed in the cooling
water bath (6 ˚C) of the AFA processor; and each flow cell has itself own cooling
system to efficiently remove the heat generated inside of the flow cell. By adjusting
the flow rate, acoustic power, and the sample temperature, the crystallization
process can be optimized.

Step 2: Transfer the homogenized solution into 5
ml microwave vial with tight seal;
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Covaris AFA

• focused transducer
• non-contact

Bath Sonicator

• unfocused transducer
• non-contact

Probe Sonicator

• focused waveguide
• sample contact

Covaris’ AFA technology has
intrinsic advantages over
traditional sonicators. Due to
the highly focused ultrasonic
wave, the power required to
generate cavitation in water is
magnitudes smaller than
traditional sonicators. Higher
efficient energy consumption
of AFA avoids the excessive heat
generation in the sample and
reduces the potential thermal
damages to the sample. The
precisely controlled energy
delivery improves the
reproducibility of the sample
processing for higher quality
control.

S220x

• Highly versatile system
• Batch sizes form 100 ul to 1 L

FS220-M

• Continuous Flow Cell
System

FS220

• Thermal and
dissolved oxygen
monitoring

• Batch sizes from 100 ul to 1 L

• Flow rates up to 250
ml /min

• Continuous Flow Cell System

FS220-C

• Continuous Flow Cell System
• Thermal and dissolved oxygen
monitoring and control
• Flow rates up to 500ml/min
• Full PAT feedback capable

